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• BLDN 2Q2021 net income declines 4.2% YoY and 3.7% QoQ. The company posted QR42.4mn in 2Q2021
earnings, which was below our estimate of QR49.3mn (variation of -14.0%). EPS amounted to QR0.045 in 6M2021
vs. QR0.046 in 6M2020 (which are not comparable, as 1H2020 numbers were for the seven-month period including
Dec ’19).

• 2Q2021 gross profit fell 5.5% YoY but was flat QoQ. Bang in- line with our QR198.2mn estimate, Baladna
recorded QR193.3mn in revenue in 2Q2021, which declined by 3.3% YoY yet was up by 8.8% QoQ. Dairy sales
(account ing for 89.4% of Baladna ’s total revenue) retreated by 4.0% in 1H2021 YoY, driving the company ’s
revenues lower. During Jan - May ’21, Qatar ’s average population decl ined by 5.2% YoY, which we think was the
major reason for Baladna ’s revenue contraction vs. last year. Gross margin, on the other hand, retreated to 29.6%
f rom 32.2% in 1Q2021 and 30.3% in 2Q2020. Nevertheless, i t is noteworthy that 4Q2020 and 1Q2021 gross
margins were exceptional ly strong given FY2020 ’s 29.1%.

• On the positive front, G&A and marketing & sales expenses were down 8.9% and 16.5% YoY, reaching
QR20.0mn and QR19.1mn, respectively, while remaining f latt ish QoQ.

• Financial expenses were at QR9.0mn in 2Q2021, down 11% YoY but up 7.0% QoQ. Net f inancial debt of the
company barely declined from QR1.12bn in FY2020 to QR1.1bn in 1H2021.

• We maintain our estimates and TP. Since we have changed our recommendation to Accumulate from Outperform
on September 16, 2020, Baladna shares declined by 16.4% to QR1.651. We maintain our posit ive view for the
name and our TP of QR1.94/share now implies a 17.5% upside. Baladna, a key pil lar of the Qatari National Food
Security program, is the undisputed leader in the Qatari dairy market. The company spent QR2.7bn ($0.74bn) over
the last three years to expand its capacity and product ion capabil it ies. Therefore, BLDN has ample capacity for
growth through upcoming new and value-added products as well as exports. While we have not yet incorporated its
potential impact in our forecasts and valuation, Baladna expects to collaborate with the Federal Land Consolidation
and Rehabili tat ion Authority of Malaysia (FELCRA) to implement the “Baladna model” in Malaysia. This is an
attempt to increase Malaysia ’s self -suff iciency in dairy products by doubling the volume of local fresh milk
production with an increase of 50-55mnLt/pa. We maintain our posit ive outlook for the company and we believe any
weakness in the share price could be considered a buying opportunity. We maintain our Accumulate rating and
our TP at QR1.94.
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